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Yonder 2000 an acclaimed travel writer presents a personal memoir and a vivid
portrait of montana s west boulder valley its people and its history
Montana 2006-12-15 provides an in depth and comprehensive portrait of the state
of montana including its history people land economy attractions and government
It Happened in Montana 2017 tells of thirty four interesting episodes in the
history of montana from the first recorded visit by white men in the mid
eighteenth century through 1991 arranged chronologically and including a
collection of facts about big sky country
Montana 2003 provides an overview of the state of montana covering its history
geography economy people and points of interest
Shakespeare in Montana 2020 list of illustrations preface acknowledgments
prologue waiting for the shakespeare chapter one men of the mountains interlude
one cowboys chapter two the golden age interlude two ciphers chapter three
women s roles interlude three anniversary celebrations chapter four travelers
and settlers of the theatre interlude four the margins chapter five in the
schoolhouses interlude five artists chapter six freeing shakespeare epilogue
saved by shakespeare notes bibliography index
Growing Up in Montana 2020-11-20 i always felt privileged to have been raised
in the bitterroot valley yes we had tragedy when we lost our dad and our ranch
but with the help of the good lord we prevailed these are our experiences of
ranching hunting logging and even fighting forest fires the valley was at its
best and its beauty must be told hearing it again and again its memories shall
never grow old
A Storm in Montana 2017-04-01 clancy jarrett possesses a quick and violent
temper and the citizens of brannigan are careful not to cross him but when his
stagecoach hold up is thwarted by three trail herders his rage cannot be
contained and with revenge on his mind soon there are bodies piling up for the
cowboys their status as heroes is short lived and when jarrett learns they are
escorting kate jeavons a dance hall girl whose sister he has captive to testify
against him they are firmly in his sights black clouds are forming overhead but
which storm will break first the wild prairie rain or the deadly guns of
jarrett and his crew
Opportunities for Outdoor Recreation in Montana 1971 what s so great about
montana find out the top ten sites to see or things to do in the treasure state
explore montana s mile high mountains gold mines and wild west history the
montana by map feature shows where you ll find all the places covered in the
book a special section provides quick state facts such as the state motto
capital population animals foods and more take a fun filled tour of all there
is to discover in montana
Water Resources Development in Montana ... by the US Army Corps of Engineers
1981 an introduction to the geography history government politics economy
resources people and culture of montana including maps charts and a recipe
What's Great about Montana? 2014-08-01 you are cordially invited to the big sky
romance of josephine brand and logan wolf at the brand family s montana ranch
page 4 of cover
Montana 2003-09 spend time with the cowboys in the beloved final two books in
the classic whitehorse montana chisholm cattle company series by new york times
bestselling author b j daniels corralled when a mystery woman with a gleam in
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her eye and trouble on her mind hops on the back of logan chisholm s harley he
thinks he s in for a wild ride but jennifer jj blythe james might be more than
he bargained for the pretty pop star is running scared desperately trying to
escape her past jj s defenses are on high alert she doesn t really want the
cowboy s protection but logan knows that with a killer on her trail she needs
it it s the only way the songbird who s corralled his heart will live to sing
another day originally published by harlequin intrigue in 2012 wrangled life
out on the chisholm ranch was never dull that s dakota lansing s impression
anyway but she was always on the other side of the fence keeping her distance
from zane chisholm the cowboy with a bad reputation now her family secrets are
threatening to be unearthed and she s afraid where they ll lead especially if
it means setting foot on the chisholm ranch with both their lives in jeopardy
dakota is forced to admit zane is her only hope of staying alive targeted by
unknown assailants zane discovers his mysterious connection to dakota is much
bigger than either suspected the feisty beauty is more than his match and is
becoming harder to resist with time running out should he let her rope him in
and go along for the ride originally published by harlequin intrigue in 2012
A Match Made in Montana 2015-04-21 when eliza bramble signs up for the
christmas mountain ski package with marshal mckenzie owner of grizzly
adventures in marietta montana she s looking to escape her bramble b b
christmas blog has just gone viral attracting the attention of a two timing man
who hurt her very badly getting out of town for christmas is her only way to
find peace instead she finds herself trapped on a vacation with a bickering
couple and their two spoiled children as well as a young married couple who
barely speak to one another the tension is almost unbearable and then a
blizzard hits stranding them all in a remote ski lodge for the holidays
christmas is looking like a write off until marshall suggests they make the
best of what they have and work together eliza is surprised to find that the
avid outdoorsman has a special touch with people and with her in particular
soon she realizes marshall isn t just fixing christmas but her broken heart too
Missing in Montana 2019-04-15 discusses the history economy culture and future
of montana also includes a state chronology pertinent statistics and maps
Snowbound in Montana 2014-10-23 a trapper in montana during his youth frank b
linderman stayed on as a publisher politician and businessman beginning to
write in middle age filled with rustlers and hustlers mountain men prospectors
and assorted other humans and animals this collection of stories was originally
published in 1920 and still crackles with the freshness of arctic wind the
pungency of aged whiskey the impact of a whip
Montana 1976 an actor in the closet a sheriff in love and memories that won t
stay hidden jordan darby is known as the king of christmas the star of eight
made for tv christmas movies the leading man who always gets his girl filming
at crooked tree ranch in montana in the ice and snow jordan is fighting to make
a go of his new company and dealing with fears of exposure over one huge secret
after all who the hell would buy into him being a romantic straight lead if
rumors about him being gay were proven to be true sheriff ryan carter is
advising on the new movie being made at crooked tree he hoped this would be one
day of work and nothing more until that is he meets the hero but while jordan
is sexy he s also very much stuck in the closet everything that ryan doesn t
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need in his life and then lust becomes part of the equation and ryan s quiet
life is thrown into turmoil their story unfolds against the chaos that
overtakes the ranch with adam regaining memories that terrify him and make him
look at justin differently and justin leaving the ranch to make things right
only through trusting in love and friendship can justin and adam learn to look
to the future instead of letting the past destroy everything but will they ever
see clearly enough to do that
Montana 1988 more than 12 000 years of montana history come to life in montana
stories of the land this new book created for use in teaching montana history
offers a panorama of the past beginning with montana s first people and ending
with life in the twenty first century incorporating indian perspectives montana
stories of the land is the first truly multicultural history of the state it
features hundreds of historical photographs unique artifacts maps and paintings
largely drawn from the society s extensive collections sidebar quotations bring
the stories of ordinary people to life while providing diverse perspectives on
important historical events published by the montana historical society press
with production management by farcountry press features 463 photos maps and
artifacts primarily drawn from the montana historical society s collections
fully integrates the history of montana s indians into the state s story uses
quotations from everyday people to bring montana s past to life
The Montana Stories of Frank B. Linderman 1997-01-01 ranching is in thea
maxwell s blood just as it s been in her ancestors for generations but now the
family s in danger of losing everything because bobby maxwell thea s teenaged
brother heir to the walking stones ranch has broken the law thea longs to
confide in rafe rafferty the man she s falling in love with but deputy rafe
rafferty is the law and anything thea tells him could be used against bobby how
can thea risk sacrificing her brother and her family home how can she risk
losing rafe
Snow in Montana 2016-12-08 one day magavin mccloud approaches his ex wife
gretchen with a plan he wants to take their twelve year old son keogh to
montana confused keogh s mother eventually agrees with his statement that there
are some things a woman just can t show a boy and permits magavin to take their
son out of california to bearspaw keogh soon discovers that living in montana
just isn t the same as california it doesn t take him long to realize that
growing up here is going to be a bit tougher than the dreamy picture his father
first presented join keogh as he tries to make friends pursues adventures and
tries to make amends with a father who has uprooted him from everything he ever
knew in escape to montana
Mischief in Montana 2017-05-10 maid in montana susan meier for single mum
sophie penazzi accepting a housekeeping job at handsome jeb worthington s ranch
is a fresh start for her and six month old brady more comfortable with a baby
on her hip dough on her apron and flour in her hair sophie knows she is nothing
like the glamorous women who inhabit jeb s world her welcome from the taciturn
rancher is far from warm but that doesn t stop sophie wishing she could be more
than a maid in montana
A Lady's Ranche Life in Montana 1887 roughing it in the montana wilderness with
an all female mountain group seemed the perfect way to heal music teacher
joanna lofton s broken heart but the camp s matchmaker had other ideas and so
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did elite smoke jumper nick kramer who was setting off enough sparks to ignite
a wildfire in jo nick liked a woman who didn t back down from danger or desire
jo was fast making this confirmed loner yearn to keep those home fires burning
but could nick convince this marriage shy charmer that once burned didn t have
to mean twice shy
Montana 2008 beautiful spirited heiress mckenna frasier daughter to one of the
butte copper kings vowed eternal love to sinclair douglas before she left for
college and an introduction to society four years in new york and travel abroad
have opened her eyes making her realize she wanted more than marriage and a
simple montana life but when mckenna commits an unforgivable transgression and
destroys her reputation her dreams are shattered and she is forced to return to
montana disgraced disowned and unmarriageable sinclair douglas left butte to
escape the frasier power and frasier name but suddenly all anyone talks about
in marietta is scandalous mckenna douglas paradise valley s new teacher sin
doesn t want to know about mckenna anymore he doesn t want to have to help her
and he sure as hell doesn t want to love her but mckenna has lived so long in
his heart that it s her home even if she doesn t deserve to be there but if
there is one man who knows how to rebuild a life when all dreams have been
smashed it s fierce uncompromising sinclair douglas can sinclair and mckenna
heal enough to find their own christmas miracle and one more chance at love
Married In Montana 2014-03-15 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile
reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as
marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high
quality modern editions that are true to the original work
Escape to Montana ( a Journey to Manhood) 2009-02 the north middle and south
forks of the flathead river drain some of the wildest country in montana
including glacier national park and the bob marshall wilderness complex in
rangers trappers and trailblazers john fraley recounts the true adventures of
people who earned their living among the mountains and along the cold clear
rivers in the 19th and early 20th centuries here are the stories of the
intrepid glacier park ranger clyde fauley and his young family using a cable
bucket to reach their isolated cabin across the middle fork trapper slim link s
fateful meeting with a grizzly bear in the deep woods of the north fork and the
life and times of henry thol the ranger s ranger who happily snowshoed hundreds
of miles through deep snows and minus 40 cold to patrol the south fork
wilderness tragedies and near misses abound a fatal shootout tangles with bears
and packrats a devastating train wreck and a missing airplane but these are
balanced with tales of courage endurance and remarkable personal achievement
fraley tells all in intriguing detail wrested from primary sources
Maid In Montana 2011-09-01 this cowboy can make any girl melt
Plain Jane & The Hotshot 2010-12-27 introduces the history geography people
industries and other highlights of montana
Pioneer Days in Montana 2011-10-01 devoted to travelers with a taste for the
unique this easy to use guide will help you discover the hidden places in
montana that most tourists miss unsung unspoiled and out of the way finds that
liven up a week s vacation a day trip or an afternoon who needs more bland rest
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stops and fast food take this book with you and visit the montana sheepherder s
hall of fame with its life size statue of a sheepherder holding a lamb stop off
at reeder s alley a neighborhood of restored brick miner s shanties or enjoy
the huckleberry festival with its parade horse shoe tossing competition and
huckleberry pancake breakfasts whatever you do when you travel get off the
interstate and don t leave home without this book
Away in Montana 2016-12-06 eighty years in montana is a fractured autobiography
about growing up in the second world war in a small town in montana about
learning responsibility building a cabin in northwestern montana hunting and
living a third of a century on a small ranch west of livingston montana it
includes nature essays and stories that tell about real people real events and
real emotion
Montana Spaces 1988 fall in love with the beloved final books in the whitehorse
montana the corbetts series from new york times bestselling author b j daniels
smokin six shooter russell corbett is all cowboy and he isn t about to let a
lady lasso him but dulcie hughes has had him tied up in knots from the moment
she nearly collided with his combine she rode into town with her fancy rental
car and city clothes to claim her secret inheritance and neither tall tale nor
handsome rancher will deter her from exposing a years old cover up at the
beaumont property she expects to find answers not fall in love but like the
threatening thunderhead on the horizon the truth will come fast and fierce and
there will be no escaping the consequences one hot forty five dede chamberlain
is desperate for lantry corbett s help and will get it at gunpoint if necessary
with a montana blizzard bearing down they set out but make it only as far as a
deserted cabin while they re snowbound sparks fly between them but with a
killer and the law after them they ll need more than christmas blessings to
mete out justice before it s too late
The Story of Montana (1916) 2009-06 a naturalist on montana s academic frontier
passionate conservationist morton j elrod was instrumental in establishing the
department of biology at the university of montana as well as glacier national
park and the national bison range in montana s pioneer naturalist the first in
depth assessment of elrod s career george m dennison reveals how one man helped
to shape the scholarly study of nature and its institutionalization in the west
at the turn of the century elrod moved to missoula in 1897 just four years
after the state university s founding and participated in virtually every
aspect of university life for almost forty years to reveal the depths of this
pioneer scientist s influence on the growth of his university his state and the
academic fields he worked in author george m dennison delves into state and
university archives including elrod s personal papers although elrod was an
active participant in bison conservation and the growth of the national park
naturalist service much of his work focused on flathead lake where he surveyed
local life forms and initiated the university s biological station one of the
first of its kind in the united states yet at heart elrod was an educator who
desired to foster in his students a love of nature which he said should give
health to any one and supply knowledge of greatest value either to the
individual or to society or to both in this biography of a prominent scientist
now almost forgotten dennison longtime president of the university of montana
demonstrates how elrod s scholarship and philosophy regarding science and
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nature made him one of montana s most distinguished naturalists
conservationists and educators
Rangers, Trappers, and Trailblazers 2019-01-16 after several years absence noah
calder has returned to blackfoot falls montana to be the town s sheriff
Hot Winter Nights (Mills & Boon Blaze) (Made in Montana, Book 15) 2016-11-01 a
native montanan and an acclaimed novelist rowland spent the better part of two
years studying and traveling around his beloved home state from the mines of
butte to the forests of the northwest from the stark wind scrubbed badlands of
the east to the tourist driven economies of the southwest along the way he
considered who we are where we came from and what we might be in the process of
becoming
Montana 1992 from the towering western mountains to the rolling eastern plains
montana s wide open landscapes feature vast wilderness quaint small towns and
fascinating historical sites to best explore this wild and wonderful place
bring along a copy of 100 things to do in montana before you die and never be
lost for things to discover in big sky country experience montana s storied
past as you dig for dinosaur bones in bynum and admire prehistoric art at
pictograph cave state park get your adrenaline fix riding the rapids through
the alberton gorge dance the night away at the montana folk festival find
solitude on a winter hike in glacier national park or a slow paddle down the
clearwater canoe trail then reminisce about all the day s adventures over a
glass of locally produced fruit wine or a pint from montana s numerous craft
breweries join local writer and road trip aficionado susie wall as she takes
you on a journey across the map of her beloved montana home
Montana Off the Beaten Path 1993-05 the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts when montana historian robert swartout gathers the fascinating stories of
the state s surprisingly diverse ethnic groups into this thought provoking
collection of essays fourteen chapters showcase an african american nightclub
in great falls a japanese american war hero the founding of a metís community
jewish merchants and dutch settlement in the gallatin valley as well as stories
of irish scots chinese finns mexican americans european war brides and more
Eighty Years in Montana 2013-11-15
Secret Montana 2018-06-01
Montana's Pioneer Naturalist 2016-09-21
Own The Night (Mills & Boon Blaze) (Made in Montana, Book 2) 2012-12-01
Fifty-Six Counties 2016-04-15
100 Things to Do in Montana Before You Die 2024-02-15
Montana: A Cultural Medley 2015-07-15
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